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A recent article reassessing the Neutral Theory of Molecular Evolution claims that it is no longer as important as is widely believed.

The authors argue that “the neutral theory was supported by unreliable theoretical and empirical evidence from the beginning,

and that in light of modern, genome-scale data, we can firmly reject its universality.” Claiming that “the neutral theory has been

overwhelmingly rejected,” they propose instead that natural selection is the major force shaping both between-species divergence

and within-species variation. Although this is probably a minority view, it is important to evaluate such claims carefully in the

context of current knowledge, as inaccuracies can sometimes morph into an accepted narrative for those not familiar with the

underlying science. We here critically examine and ultimately reject Kern and Hahn’s arguments and assessment, and instead

propose that it is now abundantly clear that the foundational ideas presented five decades ago by Kimura and Ohta are indeed

correct.
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The Neutral Theory of Molecular Evolution asserts that most de

novo mutations are either sufficiently deleterious in their effects

on fitness that they have little chance of becoming fixed in the

population, or are under such weak selection that they may be-

come fixed as a result of genetic drift (Kimura 1968, 1983; King

and Jukes 1969). Furthermore, the rate of substitution of neutral

mutations between species is equal to the mutation rate (Kimura

1968). A critical first extension of this framework involved the

inclusion of nearly neutral mutations, along with the recognition

that the proportion of the genome represented by selectively con-

strained sites (where mutations have low probabilities of fixation

by drift) depends on the effective population size of the species

or genomic region (Ohta 1973). While drifting to fixation or loss,

neutral and nearly neutral mutations contribute to DNA sequence

variation within populations. The Neutral Theory further hypothe-

sizes that advantageous mutations are sufficiently rare, compared

to the constant input of neutral and deleterious variants, that they

should be rarely present in samples of segregating variation, es-

pecially because of their rapid spread to fixation.

These ideas greatly changed the thinking of evolutionary

biologists. Genetic drift was taken much more seriously than pre-

viously, stimulating a large body of fruitful empirical research

into molecular evolution and variation, as well as fundamental

advances in the stochastic theory of evolution, summarized in
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Kimura’s influential book (Kimura 1983). It is now difficult to

appreciate how radical a departure this view of evolution repre-

sented: in the 1950s and 1960s, almost all evolutionary changes

were attributed to directional natural selection, and most poly-

morphisms with alleles at intermediate frequencies were thought

to be maintained by balancing selection (e.g., Ford 1975). Despite

his pioneering contributions to stochastic population genetic the-

ory, Fisher famously rejected any significant evolutionary role for

genetic drift (Fisher 1930), though it is notable that Wright had

simultaneously developed a deep appreciation for the importance

of these stochastic effects that was later justified when molecular

variants began to be studied (Wright 1931).

It is against this historical backdrop that Kern and Hahn

(2018) discuss a purported controversy in population genetics

concerning the predictive power and applicability of the Neutral

Theory, beginning with the suggestion that “the ubiquity of adap-

tive variation both within and between species means that a more

comprehensive theory of molecular evolution must be sought.”

Although those who initially developed the Neutral Theory did

not claim that all sequence changes are neutral—indeed, Kimura

himself developed some of the most fundamental theoretical for-

mulations of selection and its interactions with genetic drift—

Kern and Hahn (2018) argue that modern data have demolished

the original evidence supporting the Neutral Theory. This is not a

new claim. For example, Gillespie criticized some of the original

arguments in favor of neutrality (e.g., Gillespie 1991), and nearly

identical views were expressed in Hahn (2008). The novelty of the

arguments of Kern and Hahn (2018) mainly lies in their emphasis

on the effects of selection at linked sites on patterns of variation

within genomes. Accordingly, we focus primarily on this aspect

of their paper. As will become clear, a major problem with Kern

and Hahn’s views arise from their narrow definition of the Neutral

Theory, which they summarize as follows: “differences between

species are due to neutral substitutions (not adaptive evolution),

and ( . . . .) polymorphisms within species are not only neutral but

also have dynamics dominated by mutation-drift equilibrium.”

To support this narrow view, Kern and Hahn argue for per-

vasive effects of selection, relying heavily on a small number of

population-genomic studies suggesting that as many as 50% of

amino-acid replacement substitutions in Drosophila are adaptive

(see, for example, the review by Sella et al. 2009), which they

claim contradicts Kimura’s (1968, 1983) and King and Jukes’

(1969) assertion that most such substitutions are caused by ge-

netic drift. Apart from the inherent uncertainty in these estimates

(discussed by Fay 2011), it is misleading to use them to make

the general claim that the Neutral Theory is insufficient to ex-

plain genome-wide patterns of variation and evolution; these in-

ferred frequencies of adaptive substitutions mostly concern only

the small fraction of the genome that codes for proteins (e.g., <2%

of the human genome; see Lander et al. 2001). Kern and Hahn

further overstate the pervasiveness of adaptive substitutions by

highlighting studies in humans and plants that focus on the lim-

ited subset of genes that evolve rapidly. The circularity involved

in ignoring the vast majority of neutral or nearly neutral substi-

tutions across the genome, and then rejecting a significant role

for neutrality, hardly justifies the need for the “selection theory of

molecular evolution” advocated by Hahn (2008).

Second, with regard to the effects of selection on linked neu-

tral or nearly neutral sites, Kern and Hahn (2018) emphasize the

well-established positive correlation between recombination rates

and levels of variation that has been observed in several species

(Cutter and Payseur 2013). They begin with the very strong

assertion that “these results imply that almost no loci are free from

the effects of selection, in any organism.” This broad claim is un-

justified, given that there are relatively few species for which such

data are available. Although this correlation (first documented in

Drosophila melanogaster by Begun and Aquadro 1992) indeed

suggests that selection reduces neutral variation at linked sites

through the process of hitchhiking, the mutagenic effects of

recombination itself may also contribute to this pattern (Pratto

et al. 2014; Arbeithuber et al. 2015). Hitchhiking can involve both

selective sweeps caused by the spread of favorable mutations

(Maynard Smith and Haigh 1974), and the removal of neutral

variants closely linked to deleterious mutations—background

selection (Charlesworth et al. 1993; Charlesworth 2012). In an

explicit comparison between models of widespread purifying

selection on weakly deleterious alleles versus recurrent positive

selection on beneficial alleles, Lohmueller et al. (2011) found a

much better fit of the former to the observed pattern in humans (see

also Pouyet et al. 2018), as did Comeron (2014) for Drosophila.

Importantly, observations from eukaryotic genomes, includ-

ing humans and mice, show that levels of polymorphism are low

in the neighborhood of coding or conserved noncoding sequences

and increase approximately monotonically away from them

(Cutter and Payseur 2013; Johri et al. 2017; Lynch et al. 2017).

While selective sweeps may contribute to this pattern, and are in-

deed required to explain other observations (Campos et al. 2017),

these findings imply that any selective sweeps involved must have

rather local effects. Despite these results, Kern and Hahn (2018)

emphasize studies that invoke pervasive positive selection to ex-

plain genome-wide patterns of variation (e.g., Garud et al. 2015;

Schrider and Kern 2017). However, these claimed effects must

be evaluated with caution owing to their failure to exclude or take

proper account of the effects of the (unknown) non-equilibrium

demographic histories of the populations in question.

Regardless of the precise interplay of the two forms of hitch-

hiking, background selection and selective sweeps, in shaping

patterns of variation, it is important to note that neither affect

the probability of fixation of neutral mutations (Birky and Walsh

1988), which determines the rate of neutral sequence evolution.
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Both models are based on strong evidence that the vast majority

of segregating variation is neutral or nearly neutral, and neither

model contradicts the evidence that the vast majority of fixed

differences between populations and species are also neutral or

nearly neutral. Furthermore, both background selection and selec-

tive sweeps may be viewed as reducing the effective population

size (Ne) of affected genomic regions, at least as a first approxi-

mation (see Charlesworth 2009). As shown by Kimura and Ohta

(Kimura and Ohta 1971; Ohta 1973; Kimura 1983), a reduction

in Ne causes the fixation probabilities of mutations with selective

effects to be closer to those of neutral mutations, such that the rate

of fixation of beneficial mutations is reduced, and the rate of fix-

ation of deleterious mutations is increased—thereby, increasing

the fraction of mutations that behave as effectively neutral. Thus,

these hitchhiking effects only further emphasize the fundamental

evolutionary role of genetic drift. Although the earliest formula-

tions of the Neutral Theory focused on the dynamics of individual

loci, and the effects of selection in reducing the Ne values at linked

loci were not studied, we could not have understood these pat-

terns without the contributions of Kimura and Ohta. It is simply a

misunderstanding of the role of theoretical models in illuminating

the interpretation of data to claim, as do Kern and Hahn (2018),

that hitchhiking effects imply that levels of polymorphism are not

at mutation-drift equilibrium, and “therefore, current data appear

to be fundamentally incompatible with the neutral theory.”

Given these considerations, we here propose a simple inter-

pretation of the existing evidence in terms of a modern version of

the Neutral Theory, whose individual components should not be

controversial:

(1) A large fraction of the genome of organisms studied to date is

subject to mutations that are effectively neutral with respect to

their fitness effects, and hence evolve under genetic drift.

(2) The great majority of newly arising mutations that do affect

fitness (i.e., non-neutral mutations) are deleterious, and the

predominant mode of natural selection is purifying in nature,

removing these deleterious mutations from populations.

(3) Natural populations are rarely at demographic equilibrium,

and commonly have undergone recent historical changes. The

combined effects of population size changes, structure, and

migration all shape patterns of within-species variation. These

demographic histories cannot be assumed to affect patterns of

variation uniformly across the genome, and indeed may pro-

duce different effects in different genomic regions, mimicking

expectations under selection (e.g., Wall et al. 2002; Thornton

and Jensen 2007).

(4) A combination of genetic drift (as modulated by the demo-

graphic history of the population) with both direct and linked

purifying selection shapes patterns of genomic variation. Thus,

a model taking joint account of all of these effects is essential

for genomic analysis (Comeron 2017), and progress is being

made towards this goal (e.g., Zeng and Charlesworth 2010).

(5) Beneficial mutations occasionally arise and some may reach

fixation or high frequencies, and localized hitchhiking effects

related to such events have been convincingly described in a

variety of organisms. In some cases, these genotypic changes

have been meaningfully connected with both phenotype and

fitness. However, the effects of these comparatively rare, local-

ized positive selection events are best characterized and quan-

tified as additional to the genome-wide processes described

above (Stephan 2010). In the absence of an appropriate null

model accounting for these processes that are common to the

genome as a whole, inappropriate adaptive story-telling will

be likely to proliferate.

All five points are fully consistent with the ground-breaking

work of Kimura and Ohta. Furthermore, developments made in

the light of empirical observations subsequent to Kimura’s initial

publication are straightforward extensions of the Neutral Theory.

They demonstrate its continued importance, rather than demol-

ishing it. Over the past five decades, such insights have enhanced

our understanding of the interplay of population size with drift-

selection dynamics (Ohta 1973), and described the hitchhiking

effects of selection induced by the comparatively rare class of

beneficial mutations (Maynard Smith and Haigh 1974), as well

as those caused by the much more common class of deleterious

mutations (Charlesworth et al. 1993). This framework has also

served as an organizing principle for understanding patterns of

variation in genome architecture (Lynch 2007), and for under-

standing the evolution of cellular features, including the mutation

rate itself (Lynch et al. 2016).

Thus, our use of the term “ground-breaking” to describe the

Neutral Theory is not meant to imply a scientific advance that was

fully formed at the outset. Like other major scientific advances,

the Neutral Theory has been adjusted and modified over time in

light of later observations and thought, yet retains its value. For

example, Darwin’s findings and reasoning supporting the oper-

ation of natural selection were not abandoned owing to his lack

of a satisfactory theory of heredity—indeed, the incorporation of

that subsequent knowledge only strengthened the underlying con-

cepts (Fisher 1930). Similarly, the Neutral Theory should not be

dismissed because of the lack of emphasis on the effects of selec-

tion at linked sites in its initial formulation, as subsequent studies

have only served to emphasize the fundamental role of near neu-

trality and genetic drift in shaping the variation observed within

and between species. Indeed, Ohta and Kimura were among the

first to study such effects, in their analysis of the apparent over-

dominance at neutral sites induced by linkage to sites subject to

heterozygote advantage or selection against deleterious mutations

(Ohta and Kimura 1970; Ohta 1971).
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In sum, the transition to molecular biology has increased

the importance of population genetics for our understanding of

evolution. Moreover, instead of unraveling the prior theoretical

framework, the influx of molecular data has lent support to many

pre-genomic theoretical developments. Although the edifice may

not yet be complete, the Neutral Theory changed how people

thought about evolution at the molecular level, and this frame-

work appropriately continues to serve as the basis of modern

evolutionary genomics. Thus, great credit is owed to the scientists

who worked this theory out in detail and anticipated much of what

it could tell us once genes (and genomes) could be sequenced.
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